
My name is Jesse Cobb, and I am a photography major here at PNCA. 
 
Before I really get into my presentation, I would like to briefly cover something. I made a 
physical photo book for my project, featuring images of my youngest son Bixby. 
 
But in doing this whole thing via zoom, I thought the most practical way to show you all would 
be to present the pdf digital copy, spread by spread.  
 
While this allows you to view the highest possible quality on your screens, the downside is that 
you don’t get to spend any time with the actual physical version, which I am so proud of. So, I 
wanted at the very least to show you all a few photos of it, so you can get a better feel for what 
it really looks like.  
  
My personal artistic practice is influenced heavily by the love I feel for my family. I lived on 
submarines in the US Navy for nine years. I left home for months at a time, completely cut off 
from the outside world.  
 
I valued certain parts of it, especially the brotherly bond I built with my fellow submariners. 
From cuddling kangaroos in Australia to snorkeling the coral reefs of Guam, what a life that 
was! 
  
There were also aspects of life at sea that I hated more than anything. When you are living 
under the surface of the ocean, time does not exist. There is no day, and no night. No matter 
how long you are down there, home feels like it was just yesterday and a lifetime ago all at 
once.  
 
Mental instability, rotting food, motion sickness, and never-ending workdays in a sweltering 
engine room under the surface of the ocean is not for everyone.  
  
I was taught early on in my career, in order to be a successful submariner, one must learn to 
turn their emotions off. Feelings are weakness on deployment. Following my first couple times 
out to sea I started to figure it out.  
 
A few days before each deployment I would start to shut down. I became a machine, just 
existing, trying to feel as little as possible. It was my newfound defense mechanism that 
prepared me for life under the ocean.  
 
It did make things easier for me while away from home. Less time missing my family and fewer 
nights listening to the purr of ventilation fans while crying myself to sleep. Sounds like a win. 
Then when I came home, I could just magically turn my emotions back on and everything was 
ok.  
  



It didn’t take long before I started turning them off earlier and earlier before each deployment, 
then coming home and turning them back on later and later. After a few years of this cycle, my 
body decided that turning my emotions back on wasn’t worth the strain, so I just left them off.  
 
It was numbing, but much less painful than the perpetual trauma of leaving my loved ones. I 
prepared myself to continue this existence forever. And at that point I was fully indoctrinated 
into the submarine community.  
  
It wasn’t until years later that I first learned the term “dissociating to compartmentalize.” A 
person exhibiting the detachment form of dissociation disorder experiences an altered state of 
consciousness that is commonly associated with dissociation.  
 
People with dissociation disorder may exhibit flat effect, in which one loses the ability to feel 
happiness or sadness. These detachment forms of dissociation are often associated with PTSD.  
 
The military does not value mental health. It is a major issue that continues to be swept under 
the rug as individual service members struggle to keep their heads above water. I have found 
making art, and writing and speaking about my experiences are ways to keep all the parts of 
myself integrated. 
  
On Veteran’s Day this year I was driving home from work while listening to some Fresh Air 
segment on NPR. Terry Gross was interviewing the former military service member turned 
author, Elliott Ackerman. He spoke about his experience as a Marine.  
 
The topics ranged from specific battles he was in, to his emotional state during and after his 
time in the service. The words he spoke that day connected with me strongly, and I would like 
to share them with you.  
 
He said “When you go to war at a relatively young age, I would argue you start to develop a 
kind of dysfunctional relationship with purpose. So you’re in your late teens or early 20s, and 
let’s say you’re in Afghanistan and you have to hold a mountain outpost or you’re in Iraq and 
you have to secure however many city blocks, and you have at least at a tactical level, a pretty 
clear mission, and you are trying to accomplish that mission with a group of people who are 
probably going to end up being the very best friends you’ve ever had in your life.”  
 
In my case, it was living in the ocean with a couple hundred nuclear warheads. With the world’s 
strongest and most accurate nuclear strike capability, our mission was strategic deterrence.  
 
Ackerman really did get the friend part spot on though. At times it felt like the friendships and 
bonds I made out there were the real story, all over this military backdrop.  
 
He continued, “So if purpose is this drug that induces happiness, you at a very young age are 
freebasing the crystal meth of purpose. There is nothing more intense than this sense of 
purpose you are having every day.  



 
And you do that for a while, and you go back to these wars, and you fortify those friendships, 
but at a certain point, the war ends for you, and you come home. You have to find your 
happiness.  
 
You have to repurpose yourself. And so, you look around, and maybe you’re going to go back to 
college, or maybe you get a job at Home Depot or sell real estate.  
 
Whatever it is, you’re going to repurpose yourself, and when you look at those options, if 
you’ve been doing this crystal meth of purpose, well none of those are that intense. It is sort of 
like the Coors light of purpose.  
 
You’re going to spend the rest of your life, sitting on your front porch, drinking Coors light. And 
a certain depression sets in. So, people talk about PTSD, and there is a type where people suffer 
really intense flashbacks, and nightmares, that’s a very real thing. There is this other type of 
PTSD I would correlate with this purposelessness, this inability to find meaning outside of war.” 
  
The day my son Ezra came into this world changed everything for me. From the first moment I 
saw him, I knew my purpose outside of war. He was it. I left for deployment just 10 days after 
his birth and was gone on and off for most of the first couple years of his life. Leaving him 
behind was the hardest thing I ever did, each and every time.  
 
I missed all his most important milestones. I didn’t get to feed him solid foods for the first time, 
and I wasn’t around to help him learn to crawl. Without access to the internet on the 
submarine, I couldn’t even receive pictures of him most of the time.  
 
But the ones that I had printed out I cherished more than anything. Each deployment I brought 
his pictures with me and taped them up around my rack. For those of you who aren’t familiar, 
rack is just the boat term for bed.  
 
Photos of my son were the first thing I looked at every day when I woke up, and the last thing I 
saw before I fell asleep. He kept me going. 
 
There was one picture that was always my favorite. While the others were taped up on the 
wall, this one came around with me everywhere I went while deployed, folded up in the right 
breast pocket of my Navy issued coveralls. It was taken the day Ezra was born.  
 
He came earlier than expected and was very small, practically swimming in his preemie onesie. 
In the picture my shirt is off, I have both arms wrapped around him for warmth, and am gently 
kissing the top of his head while he sleeps on my chest.  
 
Every time I am organizing our house, I come across that little preemie outfit, which I keep in a 
drawer in my bedroom. It’s white, with some brown bears on it going fishing in boats. It is so 
small, I can’t even imagine him ever fitting in that thing.  



 
Each time I come across it I call Ezra into my room and tell him the story. He rolls his eyes and 
says “ya dad, you told that story already, like a million times.” It doesn’t matter, I’ll tell him a 
million more.  
 
That experience on deployment was my first exposure to the power of family photos. Instead of 
reenlisting again, I received an honorable discharge from the Navy. I couldn’t bring myself to 
leave him anymore.  
 
It’s been over six years since I got out, but I still live with a constant nagging guilt from being 
absent from Ezra’s life for so long.  
  
I got my first camera just after separating from the Navy, and really learned how to use it while 
documenting Ezra’s childhood. My aim for that project was, and still is, to never miss out on 
another important moment in his life.  
 
Ezra is eight years old now and is truly the best son a dad could ever hope for. He is also a 
wonderful sibling to both his fifteen-year-old stepsister, Charlie, and his younger brother Bixby, 
who is three years old.  
 
I started a similar photographic project with Bixby when he was born, attempting to really 
capture the essence of his existence. I was able to build on the skills I had learned from 
previous years of experience photographing Ezra, resulting in some really wonderful images so 
far.  
  
The majority of my personal practice centers around family dynamics of some sort, and this 
work has certainly been no exception. For my thesis I created an 84 page 8”x10” hardcover 
family photo book.  
 
I made the photographs using various styles of cameras, each of which have their individual 
strengths. I shoot mostly digitally. It’s too easy not to. I have virtually unlimited attempts to 
make a successful image, modern lenses are spectacularly sharp, and the auto focus is 
unbelievable. I could talk for days about how awesome digital cameras are.  
 
I also use a lot of Polaroids in this work. Instant film is so much fun. With only eight shots per 
film pack and each pack being relatively expensive, one would think each shot must be taken 
intentionally. Somehow the exact opposite is true.  
 
With the inconsistent exposure and colors, paired with extra soft focus, instant film allows me 
to embrace the imperfections in each photograph. It is the most perfect complement to digital 
photography for me.  
 
I did most of my editing and design layout in Adobe Lightroom and used Blurb as my printing 
service.  



 
My photo book is lay flat style, which maximized my ability to utilize entire pages and spreads, 
without losing any information in the gutters. Most of the photos in my book are in full color, 
though I do also utilize black and white imagery throughout.  
 
I have a strained relationship with Ezra’s mother, and showcasing parental bonds was essential 
for this work, so my photo book focuses on my younger son Bixby and my wife Amireé.  
 
I explored several themes in this project. While the photos are mostly centered on Bixby’s 
relationship with Amireé, the narrative is threefold. It is about their love for each other, Bixby’s 
own personal growth, and it is equally about my presence as a father.  
  
The first photograph I ever made of Bixby was about 30 seconds after he was born. I had the 
forethought to input my camera settings before his birth because I knew it was going to be an 
emotional experience.  
 
Sobbing tears of joy, I was barely able to hold my camera steady long enough to take the 
photographs that I will now cherish for the rest of my life.  
 
 
My photo book, titled Our Youngest Son, which includes that first photograph I made of Bixby, 
is a culmination of over three years of his life in photographic form. It reads mostly as a linear 
narrative and is accompanied by a small amount of text.  
  
Though most of my photographic work exists in digital form, I love printing. The physicality of 
printed images shows they hold a much higher value. When printing a single image to display, 
so much is considered to create a successful piece. Print size, paper type and weight, matte 
border size, color, and layering, and of course frame style are some of the major deliberations.  
  
My original intent was to create a series of images, printed and framed. I ended up deciding 
against that for several reasons, most importantly was that I was unsure where those prints 
would live after their initial showing, and this work is much too personally significant to keep 
boxed up in a garage or storage unit. 
 
I went back to brainstorming what family photos really mean to me in the first place. I thought 
back to my childhood and all the family photo albums my parents have in their home. Most of 
the images in those albums are nothing too spectacular, just simple passing memories. But 
some of them really stand out to me.  
 
One in particular is of my family at the Christmas tree farm, posing proudly with our freshly cut 
fir, outside my dad’s old red 1992 Toyota pickup truck. I must have been nine or ten years old. I 
remember that as the first year I ever carried the tree all the way back to the truck myself. I was 
proud.  



 
Without that picture, the memory would surely fade to nothing over time, but with it I will 
never forget the experience and the way I felt that day.  
 
I also think back to the pictures of baby Ezra taped up on the wall of my rack in the submarine 
all those years ago. Those pictures are so important to me. So I decided to create a family photo 
book of my own. In doing so, I was able to include more images, create a stronger narrative, 
and enhance the work with important text that would have been left out if presented in a 
different format.  
 
Sitting down and really taking some time with a photo book, slowly examining and touching 
each page, is a much more intimate and interactive experience than viewing a series of prints. 
And viewing photo books is generally a one-on-one experience, just you and a piece of art. I like 
it that way. 
  
Not unlike framed prints, creating a truly successful photo book has its own unique set of 
challenges. Just a few of my technical considerations for this project were image selection and 
editing, spread design, visual flow, and text layout.  
 
Equally important in this work was to consider my viewer’s emotional response throughout the 
book, and to properly communicate the narratives of childhood, growth, and love. 
 
Image sequencing was my first real battle with this project and was still a major consideration 
all the way up until I exported my final pdf to print.  
 
Going into it, I thought I had a pretty good grasp on what images I wanted to use and displaying 
them in chronological order felt like common sense at the time, so I assumed I could kind of just 
drop them all into place in the Lightroom book tab and it would be good to go.  
 
It was a disaster, and for a moment I contemplated just dropping out of school to avoid the 
project altogether. Thankfully, Teresa Christensen and Sarah Meadows talked me off that cliff. 
Still, a fully chronological order felt stiff and unimaginative. I messed around with sequencing 
for weeks, never really finding a flow that felt engaging.  
  
I went back to my favorite photo book for some inspiration, Larry Sultan’s Pictures From Home. 
In it, Sultan presented a beautiful series featuring his aging parents in their home in California, 
back in the 1980s and early 90s. Most of you are probably familiar with it. For those of you who 
aren’t, I recommend checking it out sometime.  
 
Sultan, the king of color film photography, combined contemporary photographs with film stills 
from home movies, fragments of conversation, and his own writing, to create a visual 
masterpiece. 
 
When speaking about these images, Sultan once said “I realize that beyond the rolls of film and 



a few good pictures…is the wish to take photography literally. To stop time. I want my parents 
to live forever.”  
  
Art critic Sara Beck wrote in response, “This desire by a child for their parents, a desire even 
more universal than that for the illusory American dream and the consumerist notion of success 
it is often coupled with, seems to exist at the root of what inspired Sultan to make these 
portraits.  
 
It speaks to the pain that is present beneath the otherwise sublime images, which serve…to 
immortalize an individual family and the particulars that defined them.”  
 
I feel a similar sentiment about my work, in that I also seek to immortalize my family through 
photography. Capturing the little details and particulars of my children that make them unique 
aids in that pursuit. 
  
Anyway, so I was looking through Sultan’s family photos and came across one that is a straight 
on picture of his dad’s legs and feet. The composition isn’t super unique, it looked like he 
probably just used available light from a nearby window, and he left a cord plugged in to an 
adjacent electrical outlet that is showing in the picture.  
 
But with his loose, wrinkly, leathery skin, scarred knees, and age spots, this single image speaks 
volumes about its subject without even showing their face.  
  
Before even seeing Sultan’s work I had been shooting photos of Bixby’s legs for years. I decided 
that pairing two images of his legs, from different time periods, on one spread, could be an 
interesting juxtaposition. That way I could stay with my mostly chronological narrative while 
mixing it up just enough to create a more visually engaging spread.  
 
I used this kind of before and after tactic several times throughout my book, and when I came 
to the decision to utilize it, it felt like I had gotten over a major hurdle for my project. After that, 
my image sequencing was smooth sailing.  
 
After I had solved my sequencing problems, I started to loosen up and had a lot more fun with 
the rest of the process. I utilized full bleed images as well as some with a little extra breathing 
room, two-page spreads, single pages with multiple images, blank spreads, and even full color 
blocked pages.  
 
I mentioned earlier that I explored several themes throughout Our Youngest Son, one of those 
being about Bixby’s relationship with his mother Amireé. They have a gentle, nurturing bond. 
Dedicating this project to Amireé was an easy decision.  
 
She is a real angel. I also wrote the text as if I were speaking directly to her. I felt it necessary, as 
she is both my intended audience as well as one of my main inspirations.  



 
I believe that in directing my text toward Amireé, I created an even more personal viewing 
experience for her. But I do also believe any other person who connects in some way to this 
work, either as a parent or otherwise, will be able to immediately understand and relate to the 
intimacy of our relationship. 
 
In nearly all their pictures together Amireé and Bixby are seen either bathing, nursing, or 
holding each other. My relationship with Bixby is in stark contrast, which I described briefly in a 
few of my text pages.  
 
I wrote to Amireé “I am Bixby’s jungle gym, punching bag, and rock-climbing wall. In the 
morning when he wakes up, he gives you a big hug, then turns to me with a smile, and punches 
me in the chest. He thinks he is so funny. I wouldn’t have it any other way.” 
  
On another page, I briefly described our nighttime routine. “When it’s bedtime we each say 
good night to him. You say, “night night, Bixby, “to which he replies, “night night, mommy.” You 
say, “I love you,” and he says, “mm hmm.” Then it’s my turn. I say, “night night, sweety,” and he 
says, “night night, daddy.” I say, “I love you sweety,” and he says “nooooo.”  
  
It was essential to me that our own individual relationships with Bixby were showcased in this 
project but displaying images of him coming into himself and discovering his own unique 
personality was of equal importance.  
 
He is shown smiling, laughing, and exploring. He loves life. It’s not all rainbows and butterflies 
with Bixby though like you see in my work. He’s an emotional little creature.  
  
As some of you may know, I could never get through a whole conversation about photography 
without mentioning Sally Mann and her work from her family home in Virginia.  In my opinion, 
Mann may be the greatest family photographer of all time. From a technical standpoint, she is 
my golden standard.  
 
Her use of light, compositional skill, and most importantly her ability to capture the power and 
the innocence of childhood in a photograph puts her in a league of her own. Not to mention, 
she does it all while using an 8x10 large format camera. A long-term goal of mine is to make 
engaging large format photographs of my kids in a similar manner.  
  
But when referencing Mann’s work, I always find it important to note that I am in no way 
interested in shooting photos of my children when they are hurt or in otherwise vulnerable 
positions. In Mann’s work I believe that she may sometimes consider herself a photographer 
first, and a mother second. 
 
Even with all our emotional ups and downs with Bixby, it is important to me that I cast him in a 
positive light every time I pick up my camera. If I see that he is stressed or struggling, I know 
that is not the time to take a picture.  



 
Even as a photographer, I am always dad first, and will never hesitate even for a moment 
before coming to his aid.  
 
Our Youngest Son is now complete. I have of course spent significant time with the evolving 
digital copy over the last few months and have treasured every second with the new printed 
version. I will cherish this book forever.  
 
My short-term plan going forward is to create a similar photo book for each of my other 
children. Hopefully the older kids, Charlie and Ezra, will be able to give me some valuable 
feedback throughout the process of making their books.  
  
For those upcoming books I will be exploring more with text formatting, and possibly 
incorporating handwriting into them somehow. I will also see about adding some non-photo 
images, such as kid’s drawings, paintings, and other 2D art, to make a more complete piece that 
describes who they are.  
 
Ezra and Charlie both already have cameras of their own and have been taking pictures for 
years, so hopefully we can find ways to incorporate some of their pictures in as well.  
 
These added elements will give the kids a more equal role in the creation of their books, which 
should lead to some really successful work. 
  
My longer-term goal with my photography is just to continue shooting photos of my kids as 
long as they’ll allow it. This work keeps me grounded. 
  
There is an actor named Adam Driver. He most famously starred in the HBO show Girls, but has 
been in several Star Wars movies, as well as many others in recent years. He is also a veteran. 
Back in 2016 he did a TED Talk, titled My Journey from Marine to Actor.  
 
In his talk he addressed how he used art after the military as a means of healing and to connect 
with himself on a level he had previously not been able to.  
  
He said “In the military I felt this sense of community. How often in the civilian world are you 
put in a life-or-death situation with your closest friends, and they constantly demonstrate that 
they’re not going to abandon you? And meanwhile at acting school I was really for the first time 
discovering playwrights and characters and plays that had nothing to do with the military, but 
were somehow describing my military experience in a way that before to me was indescribable. 
And I felt myself becoming less aggressive as I was able to put words to feelings for the first 
time and realized what a valuable tool that was.” 
  
So, art therapy as a process helps one to re-experience emotions in a way that allows them to 
organize their feelings and form a narrative around an overwhelming experience. I use my 
family photos in this way, as a method of healing. I can look at these images for the rest of my 



life as proof to myself of the narrative that I was both emotionally and physically available for 
my children, to the best of my ability.  
  
Thank you all, that’s all I have.  
 

 


